Bastia 13-16 of October 2011

LEARNING DIARY
This was the second meeting for BGE Guyane under “Creating Spaces of Experience”, and it
kept its promises. It was all about the outside and the good weather combined with colorful
scenery in the countryside made it tick perfectly.
However this doesn’t boil down to the mere climatic happenings: plans were actually very
well laid to make those three days provide a lasting sensation. IDF, as the hosting partner,
involved us Europeans partners in stone walling in a remote typical hamlet, an activity that
they usually offer to the less advantaged unemployed people they work with, as a way to
connect them with a rich historical past, to make them learn a dying craft, to make feel part
of a team, to make them feel the joy of reaching a (not so easy) goal, and finally to empower
them with self-esteem again. In a very short span, we experienced firsthand all the steps of
this subtle process which thus resulted in a very rewarding, even somehow emotional
finding.
What we did indoor carried much significance and interest too. For instance, PPP set up a
role-playing game resolving around the live coaching and support of young people with
special needs. The fact that real cases were put into use to prepare the scenario of the game,
the outstanding characterization by PPP, as well as the involvement and professional
attitude of all (as social workers, nurses, teachers, lawyers…) made it a very special event.
All this, as always, was also masterfully coordinated by Team Training, which went without
saying in my last learning diary but needed to be written down at least once. Hats off!
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